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Improvisation

Course Description: Improvisation is the practice of acting, singing, talking and
reacting, of making and creating, in the moment and in response to the stimulus of one's
immediate environment and inner feelings.
This will be explored throughout the class.

Class each day will consist of: 1) Meditation/Relaxation Exercises
2) Physical Warm-up
3) Content
My training in mediation and as a Reiki Master, along with my training as a
dancer/mover will cover sections 1 & 2.
Content:
Weeks
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

SECTION 1- Awareness of Body
Movement Choir- Laban Technique
The Body Architecture
Where Movement Originates- Exploring the Center

SECTION 2- Moving to Gain Possibilities
Dynamics, Body Position, Gestures
*Paper Due on
Awareness*
Animal Explorations
Laban- Kinesphere, Shape Change, Space
Laban- Effort Explorations

9.
10.

SECTION 3- Application to the Actor
Haiku Explorations
*Midterm*
Communication through Movement Exploration
Character Movement Repertoire

11.

SECTION 4- Development of Character
Character Profile, Inward Reality
*Paper Due on

8.

Application*
Walk Exploration

12.

SECTION 5- Motivation of the Character
Emotions Explorations
Essence Work (Time and Energy of Character)
Emotional Thread Essence
Character*

13.
14.
15.

*Paper Due on

*Final*
Outcomes: the student should be able to:
* learn physical warm-up exercises for their bodies before performing
* learn mental warm-up exercises for their minds before performing
* explore their physical and mental capabilities from moment to moment
*possess a confidence by the end of the semester to go in front others and speak
* engage in improvisation games to enhance their comfort level
* work with classmates on skits/scenes with defined characters
Grades:

Grading will be based on attendance, class participation, tests and
papers.

As a student, you will maintain an online learning portfolio using a TRCC designed
template. Through this electronic tool, you can see your own growth in college-wide
learning. It may even help you to find the major that is a match to you. You can keep this
Digication account after graduation, too. A Three Rivers General Education Assessment
Team will select random works and review them so that we can improve the college
experience for all. Your name will not be attached to any of the assessment work; it is
private. This tool will also be a “place” where you can connect your learning from the
classroom, school, and life. Sometimes when you look at all of the work you have done
and think about it, you learn something else. In Digication, you will be able to make other
portfolios, too. It’s like a file cabinet with the ability to have multiple but separate files.
What is exciting about the electronic tool is when you look inside you will see you are
developing in new ways! Look at your class outline to see what assignments to post into
the TRCC Template; you may post your own choices, too. Have fun in learning!

